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Abstract

In my research this summer� I used closed loop learning in order to create non linear input�
output maps for the control of quantum dynamics phenomena� The maps were generated by
sampling the output based on a series of amplitude manipulations in the time domain� and
the optimal �eld for each problem was determined based on these maps by using a genetic
algorithm� My work showed that an optimal �eld can be found by generating a series of maps�
in an iterative approach�

Introduction

The control of quantum dynamics phenomena is a �eld which has attracted much attention over

the years� ��� �� �� �� Many applications in chemistry� physics and engineering call for controlled

microscale chemical and physical processes� yet these quantum processes cannot be observed 	and

therefore cannot be controlled
 in the same manner as larger scale events� Possible applications

of quantum control include nonlinear optical processes� atom lasers� quantum electron motion in

semiconductors� and quantum computers� The number of processes that depend on quantum control

has expanded from the historical goal of developing the means by which to manipulate chemical

reactions� However� the possibilities do not end at the present � as the scale of traditional control

problems becomes smaller� it will become increasingly important to consider quantum e�ects on

the system�

Most of the work done on quantum control involves manipulating the systems Hamiltonian

in order to direct the quantum nature of the subsequent dynamics� Laser �elds are generally

accepted to be the best form for these applications since they can have complex frequency and time
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components that can be adjusted in a way that enables them to be discriminate in their interactions

with the system� The electrical �elds are designed to work through interference � by constructively

enhancing the desired product channels and destructively interfering with undesirable pathways�

Physically� this is done by �nding an external potential that drives the system to the desired target

state�

A quantum system that is independent of any imposed controls will have a wavefunction�

�	t
� that will evolve in time according to the systems Hamiltonian� H�� In order for us to dictate

the state of �	t
 throughout a process or at a target time� T � an external control must be added to

H�� For electric �eld control� this control term is �� � E	t
� where � is the system dipole moment

and E	t
 is the imposed laser �eld� The Hamiltonian now becomes H � H� � � � E	t
� The

controlled system will evolve according to the time�dependent Schr�odinger equation�

i�h
��

�t
� �H� � ��	t
��	t
 	�


The ability to solve this equation and �nd the desired E	t
 assumes that H� and � are precisely

known for the given system� However� this is only true for simple� gas�phase systems containing

two or three atoms� and as a result� there is a need for ways to develop accurate maps that can link

the input control �eld to its outcome without the need for a precise determination of H� and ��

Most quantum control applications currently undertaken use optimization techniques such

as genetic algorithms or gradient methods���� �� �� �� �� While these techniques can be used to yield

the optimal �eld for a given problem� they have a major drawback� These methods do not serve to

teach experimenters about the system at hand� They return only limited information about how

the transitions were e�ected� and each time the target goal is changed� the entire algorithm must

be repeated� As a result of this problem� e�orts have been undertaken to learn about the system

by generating input�output maps as the experiments are performed� Linear mapping procedures

that generate a series of maps which approximate the input�output relationship as linear over their

domain have been performed� but these maps are only accurate over a small region and therefore

cannot generate a single global map����� It seems� therefore� that a non linear mapping technique

is needed for learning control and for understanding the system being studied�

Some previous e�orts to map systems in a non linear manner have chosen molecule�dictated

resonance frequencies as constants� and then considered the amplitudes and phases of these fre�

quency components as variables� ���� Sampling the space using this method has allowed for the

construction of maps of reasonable accuracy� and laboratory experiments must ultimately be con�
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ducted in this way 	by varying amplitudes and phases in the frequency domain
� However� it was

hypothesized that the mapping would be more e�ective if conducted in the time domain since time

can be thought of as the �natural� variable of electric �elds�

Main body

My research involves an attempt to produce non linear maps in the time domain� In order to select

variables� the �eld� in the time domain� was discretized into a set of N slices� The amplitude of

each slice� xi� could then be varied within a given domain in a way that allowed for the creation of

a series of di�erent electric �elds� Schr�odingers equation was propagated stepwise from time t � �

to time t � T over such �elds� and a map linking the input �eld� E	t
� to the output populations

was constructed from the results�

The creation of non linear maps often runs into the problem of exponential scaling � the

number of experiments that one must perform is of the order SN � where N is the number of

variables and S is the number of samples per variable� Since the number of variables tends to

increase as a problem becomes more complex� the amount of required experiments can quickly

become unmanageable� In my research� I used High Dimensional Model Representation 	HDMR


in order to manage one such problem����� ��� ��� HDMR is a technique based on the following exact

reformulation of the function� f	x
�

f	x
 � F� �
NX

i

Fi	xi
 �
NX

i�j

Fij	xi� xj
 � � � �� F�����N 	x�� x�� � � � � xN 
 	�


In these examples� I used a formulation of HDMR called cut�center� These maps are constructed

over a domain that is centered around a reference �eld� �x� called the cut�center� The constant

F� term of this equation is equal to f	�x
� The �rst�order 	Fi
 terms describe the individual

contributions of the various xi components as they are varied while holding all other components

at their reference values� and the second�order 	Fij
 terms show the pairwise contributions of two

components� xi and xj� as they are varied simultaneously� For most physical systems� equation

� converges to a very reasonable approximation after only the �rst� or second�order terms� This

greatly reduces the scaling problem since a �rst�order HDMR map 	one using only the F� and Fi

terms
 requires only 	S � N � �
 experiments to be performed� and even a second�order map will

require only a number of experiments on the order of O	N�
�
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The reference Hamiltonian� H�� has eigenfunctions� �i	t
� such that �	t
 �
P

ai�i	t
� �	t


is a complex valued function which cannot be directly measured� However� p� the populations at a

target time� T � are readily observable quantities that are directly related to �	T 
� the population

in state i� pi is equal to j ai j
�� In my research� I performed simulations of population transfer

experiments on a system based on the lower Morse Oscillator vibrational energy levels of a hydrogen

�uoride molecule����� My simulations considered a �nite level approximation to the molecule � only

the ground state and �rst three excited states of HF were considered� The transition frequencies

�ij and dipole moments �ij for this ��level system are listed in reference �����

The HDMR maps were constructed beginning from a reference �eld� �x� that was designed

according to the equation

E	t
 � A	e�
�t�T����

��� 

X

i

bi sin	�it
 	�


The frequencies� �i� in this Gaussian pulse� were chosen to be the v � v�� and v � v�� transition

frequencies of the HF molecule� The amplitude� A� was equal to ��� � ����V�m� the �nal time� T �

was equal to ���ps� the pulse width� �� was equal to T����� The individual amplitudes� bi for each

frequency component� were varied subject to the constraint
P

bi � ���� This reference �eld was

a starting point about which each discrete step of the electric �eld� xi� could be varied within a

domain that corresponded to a relative di�erence� as seen in Figure ��

Once an accurate input�output map is found� a genetic algorithm 	GA
���� ��� ��� is used

to search the map space to �nd an optimal �eld for any speci�ed target population without the

need for further experimentation� In my research� the goal of the simulated population transfer

experiments was to move the population from an initial population� p� � ��� �� �� �� to a target

population� ptarget � ��� �� �� ��� The goal of the GA was therefore to �nd a �eld� x� that minimized

the expression

J �k ptarget � f	x
 k� 	�


where f	x
 is the output population for the input �eld� x� as indicated by the HDMR map� This

algorithm works by sampling a speci�ed number of �elds 	here ��
 within the domain and assessing

their �tness� as measured by equation �� Fields giving low results to equation � are more �t and are

therefore used to create new �o�spring� �elds through recombination� crossing over and mutation�

in a way that simulates natural genetics� These o�spring �elds are tested for their �tness and used

to produce another generation� After a speci�ed number of generations 	here ���
� the �eld that

best minimizes equation � is returned as the optimal �eld� Afterward� the corresponding frequency
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Figure �� Domain for an HDMR map with reference �eld E	t
 � A	e�
�t�T����

��� 
	sin	���� �����t
���

sin	���� �����t
���sin	���� �����t
��
 and relative windows of �� � Allowable �elds are those that

can be drawn through the striped region�

domain �eld� required for the actual controls in a laboratory� is found through a Fourier transform�

In cases where a map is not global 	i�e� its domain does not include all the �elds needed to

reach all desirable target populations
� a multiple iteration approach to the algorithms described

above can be used� Each iteration of such an approach includes creating an HDMR map using a

domain with which accurate results can be found� and then running the GA with target� ptarget�

If the GA cannot �nd a good enough �eld in the domain for a given iteration� the HDMR domain

is moved such that its center corresponds to the best �eld found by the GA� The next iteration of

HDMR mapping and GA optimization will generally �nd a �eld that moves the population from

p� closer to ptarget� With multiple iterations� the suitable �eld should eventually be found�

Discussion

Due to the large number of variables involved in the mapping in the experiments conducted on this

system� we decided to use only �rst�order HDMR maps 	ones using only the F� and Fi terms
�

Within this limitation� several simulated experiments were performed on the system� The �rst task
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Table �� Comparing the absolute errors of maps generated using di�erent numbers of time slices

Number of Slices Test Points with

Absolute Error � ����

	 


��� ����

��� ����

��� ����

��� ����

��� ����

��� ����

Table �� Comparing the accuracy of optimal �elds found from maps generated using di�erent

numbers of time slices
Number of Slices Actual HDMR�Indicated Percent

Population Population Error 	 


��� ���� ���� ����

��� ���� ���� ����

��� ���� ���� ����

��� ���� ���� ����

��� ���� ���� ����

��� ���� ���� ����

was to determine a su!cient number of time slices for the mapping� Unlike previously conducted

frequency domain mapping attempts� the number of variables needed to map in the time domain

could not be determined by the system itself� By repeating the HDMR mapping for di�erent

numbers of time slices using a �xed relative window size 	�� 
� it was determined that there was

no correlation between a maps absolute error and the number of variables used to create the map

	see Table �
� As well� by repeating the optimization for this set of HDMR maps� it was determined

that there exists no correlation between the number of time slices used and the accuracy of the

optimal �eld found by the GA 	see Table �
�

The number of frequencies used in the control �eld and the starting amplitudes of each

frequency were also varied� Maps constructed about a control �eld with only the v � v � �

transition frequencies 	���� ���� and ���
 were found to be less accurate than those which also

contained the v � v � � frequencies 	��� and ���
� However� adding in an ��� component proved

unnecessary as it did not add to the map quality� The experiments were then repeated using a zero
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reference �eld and sampling within a Gaussian window� E	t
 � A � e��t�T���
�����

� Regardless of

how many 	or how few
 time slices were used� a map of adequate quality could not be generated

starting with this zero reference �eld�

Further experiments therefore used the non�zero reference �eld as in equation �� Only the

v � v�� and v � v�� frequencies were used to construct this reference �eld� and each frequency

component of the reference �eld had an amplitude of a� � a� � a� � a� � a� � ���� ��� time slices

were used for generating HDMR maps in windows around the slices� Maps of reasonable accuracy

could be made by using a relative window of �� � These maps were however not global maps �

they spanned a limited number of attainable populations�

If the map quality could be improved� the window size could have been increased which

would allow us to use a map that spans a wider dynamic range of attainable populations� and

perhaps even a single global map� Several methods of transforming the independent variables 	xi


and dependent variables 	pT 
 were used in e�orts to improve the map quality� The �rst method

was a non�linear transformation of the dependent variables � generating a map that would relate

the inputs to the natural logarithm of the populations rather than the populations themselves� This

was suggested because in propagating Schr�odingers Equation� the time�dependent wave function

�	t
 depends on terms like e�iEit��h� and so it was supposed that taking the logarithm of the output

values would reduce cooperativity in the mapping relationship�

The second method used was to transform the independent variables into a basis set of

orthogonal vectors that were created by taking linear combinations of the original basis set� This was

done at �rst using the moment of inertia matrix� but when this did not lead to improved accuracy�

di�erent rotation matrices were chosen using a conjugate gradient minimization algorithm� These

methods were attempted since they have been shown to lead to better results in other systems

analyzed with HDMR by reducing cooperativity among variables and therefore causing the HDMR

terms to converge faster� Unfortunately� none of these methods of change of variable improved the

map quality�

Since the map quality could not be improved enough to expand the domain� a global map

could not be constructed� We therefore used a series of smaller� non�global maps in an iterative

approach� Three iterations of the algorithm were found to be su!cient to �nd an accurate electric

�eld in order to produce any speci�ed output 	see Table �
�

Although results were obtained� the research that I conducted this summer was by no means
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Table �� Percent errors in the second excited state populations indicated by the HDMR maps for

a series of HDMR map�GA optimization iterations

Iteration Actual HDMR�Indicated Percent

Population Population Error 	 


� ����� ����� ����

� ����� ����� ����

� ����� ����� ���

exhaustive� Other things that can be done in order to improve the results of this algorithm include

using a multicut approach to HDMR in which the map is constructed for several cut centers such

that any point that is sought can be found using a weighted combination of the results given by

each cut center� Random sample HDMR could also be tried" this would involve sampling the

domain randomly such that the number of samples needed does not scale at all with the number

of time slices used� If an iterative approach was still found to be necessary� the quality of the maps

generated after each successive iteration might be improved by continuing to construct the HDMR

maps in the time domain but running the GA in the frequency domain� It is also important for us

to compare time domain and frequency domain HDMR studies in order to determine which one is

more suitable to the HDMR mapping technique and why�

In summary� my research this summer has shown that the iterative method of optimization

through a series of maps can be used in the time domain to yield accurate results after only a small

number of iterations� Time domain mapping is a valid alternative for producing maps� and should

therefore be considered alongside its frequency domain counterpart�
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